Abstract—Continuous Integration (CI) is very useful for applications that involve many files and multiple developers. Unfortunately, not all types of applications can easily apply this approach. Apparently, CI does not gain a lot of attention with Modern Client-Side Web Application (MCSWA) because it requires complicated testing, i.e. the running environments are browsers. There is no compiler or error warning when a developer writes bad code and the build behavior in the usual CI practice is different from the build process in MCSWA. If the integration process is done manually by an integration expert, unexpected errors are found not only while integrating but also when performing manual tests to verify it. Moreover, it is problematic and elaborate if a developer needs to test the features by clicking around with repeated user-interaction in different browsers; especially, he might create human errors or miss some steps. This indicates that manual processes consume a lot of time and they are stressful. Therefore, the intent of this paper is to demonstrate a new approach for a CI process which specifically applies to MCSWA. It also provides a precise cycle for web development teams on how these repeated processes are important to run automatically with effective expected outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the area of modern client-side web development, there are lots of communities and organizations which have offered JavaScript frameworks and plugins on the internet. Those frameworks and plugins have many useful modules and functionalities that help to speed up the development process, yet user’s requirements still keep changing over time (e.g. better interactivity, better performance or better security). These points are constantly increasing the complexity of application development. This is a reason why developers have to rely on more than one framework or a plugin within an application which of course often leads to conflicts or even defects. Usually, defects are caught during the integration process and it is very hard to fix them quickly because web applications need to be tested on many different environments including multiple operating systems and even more browsers.

The issues described above are demanding a proper solution, because unexpected and unforeseeable problems might affect project deadlines. This might result in unsolvable bugs for more complex applications. To improve this situation and enhance development quality and efficiency, Continuous Integration (CI) [1]–[5] is a very promising approach to apply.

Hence, to reduce the number of defects during the integration process, some managing processes are required to work automatically. This paper will illustrate a solution by using our proposed CI process that can be perfectly adapted with web development environments. Moreover, we will also introduce a way to allow tests be run on a Cloud Services in order to minimize time and cost compared to an expensive local installations of many different test systems.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Continuous Integration (CI) is a software practice that requires software to be integrated in a shared repository up to several times a day. Each integration is verified by an automated build, which includes testing to detect integration errors as quickly as possible [6], [7]. The first step in a CI Process is developers commit their code to a Version Control Systems (VCS). A CI server detects changes in the repository (e.g. by polling every few minutes). When a change is detected the project is pulled into the CI server itself. This will trigger a build process which builds the software. Then the built-result report will be generated by CI server and sent to project manager (or members). The CI server continues to check for further changes and repeat this cycle [7], [8].

Since Martin Fowler wrote an article about CI practices in 2006 [9], there are lots of organizations that have already applied this approach to their development and build pipeline.
For example, the popular tools for CI are Jenkins, Hudson, Travis CI or TeamCity. Common build tools like Ant, Rake, MSBuild, or Maven are often used to create a build process [10–13]. However, these tools are mostly used by java, ruby, or .net development teams. Currently, there is still little information about CI with modern client-side web applications. This is mainly due to its system testing environment complexity, cost and time consumption. Especially, it is even more troublesome if the interface might usually change which causes unit and functional tests change. That is why in practical work, there are still many web development teams that decide to integrate their applications manually.

Our goal is to convert from manual integration to automated integration. Yet, common CI is just a basic concept which still needs to be customized in order to smoothly adapt with modern client-side web application’s testing systems. Hence, we will illustrate our CI approach in the next chapter.

III. OVERVIEW AND DETAIL CI PROCESS

A. Overview CI Process

Figure 1 presents the system overview and the components of our proposed CI process that are involved in the whole CI development. The main actors are: developers, a Version Control System (VCS), an on demand cloud testing service, and a testing server. The process is consistent with the common CI approach, yet there are some specific tasks that might work differently. For example, in the CI server program contains four mandatory processes which need to be run sequentially. The four processes are: “Test before build”, “Build”, “Test after Build”, and “Deploy”. And, the “Test after Build” is selected to perform all tests on a Cloud Service.
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Fig. 1. A CI components in modern client-side web application

B. Detail CI Process

1) Development and Manual Testing

Local development is an important part in the CI approach. Every new commit from a local development is a key signal which triggers the CI server to execute its automation processes (i.e. test, build, and etc.). A well-defined and executed local development helps CI approach to work effectively. The developers need to be aware of the basic practical flow during their development.

This process starts with developers checking out the project from VCS, so that they can work on the assigned tasks. The specific tasks of developers consist of maintaining source code and tests (unit test and functional test). Unit tests [14] are simply used to verify the behavior of single elements (or units) in a software system. Those are, most of the time, single methods (functions) or classes. It is a type of test which works by executing a piece of code directly and expecting a specific result. On the other hand, Functional tests [7] work by issuing the commands to a device/browser that mimic actual user interaction. Functional tests do not always call other APIs directly; hence mockup data needs to be provided to test such behavior.

Every day, developers also perform manual tests on their local machine in order to make sure that all tests are passed and the source code work correctly. Then at the end of this cycle developers commit their source code and tests to the VCS.

2) Automated Process on a CI Server

Setting up CI server can be done by manual or using its tool like CruiseControl [15] or CruiseControl.NET [16]. Due to the fact that web application’s behavior works different from other applications written by java, ruby or .net, we decided to set up CI server by ourselves. Our CI server is responsible for the four mandatory automated processes. Hence, this server will automatically check new commit from VCS according to our pre-defined period of time, and once a change is detected, the processes will be executed as consequence.

a) Test before Build

The aim of “Test before Build” is to catch the errors as soon as a new commit is made. Fortunately, with modern web applications we do not need to compile our code before running it. It means browsers act as the platform to interpret JavaScript code. So, if any test fails after running in the browsers, the project is fragged, indicating to the developers that it contains errors.

We know that the CI server is running on a predefined time-based trigger. When the trigger goes off, the CI program checks-out the project from the VCS. After that, the program CI determines if there is a new commit? If so, the CI server will automatically run “Test before Build” script, otherwise it will do nothing in this cycle. The “Test before Build” script will invoke browsers (local browsers which are installed in CI server) and perform all tests. When it finishes, it will summarize the result. Then, the CI program will determine if the result contains errors. If so, the program will send an email to notify the project manager (or a team member) with a log file. Otherwise, the CI program ends this process and the CI server will wait for the next trigger event. The Figure 2 shows the process of the CI program.
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Fig. 2. CI program on “Test before Build” process
b) Build

Usually, the word “build” in software development landscape is used for compiling from source code to machine code. However in web application development, it means source code minification and source code obfuscation. Minification is a process of combining multiple project files into few combined files then removing all unnecessary characters or dead-code without changing its functionality. Notwithstanding, the obfuscation process is used to hide the actual code intention. So that, the process will rename variable and function names to meaningless names, and remove all extra white space and line breaks.

In our approach, the build process is performed automatically on the CI server, after a successful “Test before Build”. Then after the build process finishes, the CI program finds the error in log file. If there is any error, the program will send an email to the project manager with log file. Otherwise, the CI program ends the build process and the CI server will wait for the next trigger event.

c) Test after Build

Normally, a web application might run after the build process is finished, but it does not mean it does all right thing. In a real practice, the errors might encounter. Therefore, performing automated test is the best way to detect and announce the errors quickly. And this process is named “Test after Build” and it will be executed after the previous build process is done without any errors.

In our approach, the “Test after Build” process is worked with external platform. It means all tests will be run on a cloud-based service. The cloud-based service allow us to perform the tests on a number of different environments, i.e. operating systems, browsers, system resources, and etc., which are not existed on our local. This is very helpful because performing tests on a local machine is very costly to include many environments.

Recently, using cloud services has become common in the software development. The testing process is controlled by the CI server. The CI server opens the connection to the cloud-based service. Then, it sends following commands to the cloud service: authentication, initialize the operating systems with the corresponding browsers that we want to run our tests. The cloud-based service listens to the commands and works accordingly. Once it finishes it will send the result back to the CI server, and then the result will be saved in a log file. The whole process can be easily illustrated in the Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Simple Cloud-based process
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d) Deploy

Deploying a web application on a test server ensures that the application can be manually tested. Since the programmers deploy multiple times during the development process, it is preferred to automate this job. As a consequence, the deploying process will be started once the “Test after Build” process finishes without any defects.

The process is such a good approach for testers (QA, other developers, project manager, and etc.). They could perform manual testing on the latest version of the application as fast as the whole CI cycle is done. Especially, with modern client-side web applications, this can be easily done by copying all your project files to web directory of the test server. After the automated deployment process is finished, we successfully completed one CI cycle and the next cycle will start by the time trigger.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND OUTCOME

We need various tools and necessary procedures to achieve this CI approach. These tools are required to adapt to our current development environment. Finally, we chose Intern [17] as the JavaScript testing framework, Selenium [18] as the web testing environment, SauceLabs [19] as the cloud-based service and Grunt as the JavaScript task runner.

A. Implementation

All sample tests are following Intern structure and its interfaces. To run these JavaScript tests we need a platform to execute it. With Intern, there are two ways of running the tests, i.e. via browser and command line. Selenium is a tool to automate web drivers which works according to Intern’s commands. Intern and Selenium can let us achieve an automated testing in a local environment. Therefore, we use SauceLabs service for our cloud-based testing. We also need a task runner in order to invoke aforementioned tools. For this purpose we use Grunt task runner.

The whole implementation is divided into five sub tasks. Firstly, we developed a local testing environment which automates local browsers and runs on our CI server. This task, which is referred to the “Test before Build” process, is done by Intern and Selenium. Secondly, we developed a build script for the “Build” process by using Grunt. Thirdly, we defined an automated cloud testing process which is done by Intern and SauceLabs service for the “Test after Build” process (SourceLabs uses a Selenium grid [20] that can provide a large number of operating systems and browsers). Fourthly, we developed a deployment script for the “Deploy” process. Lastly, we created script to ensure the whole process will run successfully and perform error handling tasks.

Figure 4, shows system template of CI program which is set up on CI server. We developed four main grunt tasks: Task1, Task2, Task3, and Task4. Task1 is runTBB means “run test before build”, Task2 is runBuild means “run build”, Task3 is runTAB means “run test after build” and Task4 is runDeploy means “run deploy”. The runTBB is connected to local browsers to perform local testing. While the runTAB is connected to SauceLabs to perform cloud testing. Finally, the runDeploy is connected to testing server.
B. Outcomes

We faced some problems before achieving this system. The resulting approach will enhance our development quality in following aspects:

- Errors could be detected from the early stage because every new commit will be verified by the CI server.
- It improved working collaboration within the development team.
- Developers have more confidence in their code because they have more time to concentrate on their tasks. Moreover, writing tests is a process to improve source code quality.
- When software quality is improved this means Quality Assurance (QA) is improved accordingly.
- With this system we could replace a lot of manual tasks, including verbal communication between developers and QA.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

From our proposed conceptual processes to actual implementation, it is shown that applying a CI approach with MCSWA is not complicated. It can be done by following our processes step by step individually. Then combining each step and setting up the condition on how you want each process connect to each other. Therefore, CI could work efficiently when developers commit great code and tests. So, it can help the automation processes detect unpredictable and unforeseeable errors.

Finally, our experiment shows that the CI approach could also work with MCWA. However, according to our research timeline we did not manage to develop our system to work perfectly. Our CI is only capable to run a single project at a time. So, if we have multiple projects they must work in series. Moreover, we use a time trigger for scheduling our CI server to check for changes. This can be improved by triggering the process from the VCS when a change happens. Hence, setting the CI server to work with multiple projects at the same time and using “git hooks” to detect new commit automatically can be our future work.
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